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JSON Web Encryption (JWE) represents encrypted content using JSON-based data structures [RFC7159]. The JWE cryptographic mechanisms encrypt and provide integrity protection for an arbitrary sequence of octets.

Two closely related serializations for JWEs are defined. The JWE Compact Serialization is a compact, URL-safe representation intended for space constrained environments such as HTTP Authorization headers and URI query parameters. The JWE JSON Serialization represents JWEs as JSON objects and enables the same content to be encrypted to multiple parties. Both share the same cryptographic underpinnings.

Cryptographic algorithms and identifiers for use with this specification are described in the separate JSON Web Algorithms (JWA) [JWA] specification and IANA registries defined by that specification. Related digital signature and MAC capabilities are described in the separate JSON Web Signature (JWS) [JWS] specification.

Names defined by this specification are short because a core goal is for the resulting representations to be compact.

1.1. Notational Conventions

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [RFC2119]. The interpretation should only be applied when the terms appear in all capital letters.

BASE64URL(OCTETS) denotes the base64url encoding of OCTETS, per Section 2 of [JWS].

UTF8(STRING) denotes the octets of the UTF-8 [RFC3629] representation of STRING, where STRING is a sequence of zero or more Unicode [UNICODE] characters.
ASCII(STRING) denotes the octets of the ASCII [RFC20] representation of STRING, where STRING is a sequence of zero or more ASCII characters.

The concatenation of two values A and B is denoted as A || B.

2. Terminology

The terms "JSON Web Signature (JWS)", "Base64url Encoding", "Collision-Resistant Name", "Header Parameter", "JOSE Header", and "StringOrURI" are defined by the JWS specification [JWS].

The terms "Ciphertext", "Digital Signature", "Initialization Vector (IV)", "Message Authentication Code (MAC)", and "Plaintext" are defined by the "Internet Security Glossary, Version 2" [RFC4949].

These terms are defined by this specification:

JSON Web Encryption (JWE)
A data structure representing an encrypted and integrity-protected message.

Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD)
An AEAD algorithm is one that encrypts the plaintext, allows Additional Authenticated Data to be specified, and provides an integrated content integrity check over the ciphertext and Additional Authenticated Data. AEAD algorithms accept two inputs, the plaintext and the Additional Authenticated Data value, and produce two outputs, the ciphertext and the Authentication Tag value. AES Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) is one such algorithm.

Additional Authenticated Data (AAD)
An input to an AEAD operation that is integrity protected but not encrypted.

Authentication Tag
An output of an AEAD operation that ensures the integrity of the ciphertext and the Additional Authenticated Data. Note that some algorithms may not use an Authentication Tag, in which case this value is the empty octet sequence.

Content Encryption Key (CEK)
A symmetric key for the AEAD algorithm used to encrypt the plaintext to produce the ciphertext and the Authentication Tag.
JWE Encrypted Key
- Encrypted Content Encryption Key value. Note that for some algorithms, the JWE Encrypted Key value is specified as being the empty octet sequence.

JWE Initialization Vector
- Initialization Vector value used when encrypting the plaintext. Note that some algorithms may not use an Initialization Vector, in which case this value is the empty octet sequence.

JWE AAD
- Additional value to be integrity protected by the authenticated encryption operation. This can only be present when using the JWE JSON Serialization. (Note that this can also be achieved when using either the JWE Compact Serialization or the JWE JSON Serialization by including the AAD value as an integrity-protected Header Parameter value, but at the cost of the value being double base64url encoded.)

JWE Ciphertext
- Ciphertext value resulting from authenticated encryption of the plaintext with Additional Authenticated Data.

JWE Authentication Tag
- Authentication Tag value resulting from authenticated encryption of the plaintext with Additional Authenticated Data.

JWE Protected Header
- JSON object that contains the Header Parameters that are integrity protected by the authenticated encryption operation. These parameters apply to all recipients of the JWE. For the JWE Compact Serialization, this comprises the entire JOSE Header. For the JWE JSON Serialization, this is one component of the JOSE Header.

JWE Shared Unprotected Header
- JSON object that contains the Header Parameters that apply to all recipients of the JWE that are not integrity protected. This can only be present when using the JWE JSON Serialization.

JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header
- JSON object that contains Header Parameters that apply to a single recipient of the JWE. These Header Parameter values are not integrity protected. This can only be present when using the JWE JSON Serialization.

JWE Compact Serialization
- A representation of the JWE as a compact, URL-safe string.
JWE JSON Serialization
A representation of the JWE as a JSON object. The JWE JSON Serialization enables the same content to be encrypted to multiple parties. This representation is neither optimized for compactness nor URL safe.

Key Management Mode
A method of determining the Content Encryption Key value to use. Each algorithm used for determining the CEK value uses a specific Key Management Mode. Key Management Modes employed by this specification are Key Encryption, Key Wrapping, Direct Key Agreement, Key Agreement with Key Wrapping, and Direct Encryption.

Key Encryption
A Key Management Mode in which the CEK value is encrypted to the intended recipient using an asymmetric encryption algorithm.

Key Wrapping
A Key Management Mode in which the CEK value is encrypted to the intended recipient using a symmetric key wrapping algorithm.

Direct Key Agreement
A Key Management Mode in which a key agreement algorithm is used to agree upon the CEK value.

Key Agreement with Key Wrapping
A Key Management Mode in which a key agreement algorithm is used to agree upon a symmetric key used to encrypt the CEK value to the intended recipient using a symmetric key wrapping algorithm.

Direct Encryption
A Key Management Mode in which the CEK value used is the secret symmetric key value shared between the parties.
3. JSON Web Encryption (JWE) Overview

JWE represents encrypted content using JSON data structures and base64url encoding. These JSON data structures MAY contain whitespace and/or line breaks before or after any JSON values or structural characters, in accordance with Section 2 of RFC 7159 [RFC7159]. A JWE represents these logical values (each of which is defined in Section 2):

- JOSE Header
- JWE Encrypted Key
- JWE Initialization Vector
- JWE AAD
- JWE Ciphertext
- JWE Authentication Tag

For a JWE, the JOSE Header members are the union of the members of these values (each of which is defined in Section 2):

- JWE Protected Header
- JWE Shared Unprotected Header
- JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header

JWE utilizes authenticated encryption to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the plaintext and the integrity of the JWE Protected Header and the JWE AAD.

This document defines two serializations for JWEs: a compact, URL-safe serialization called the JWE Compact Serialization and a JSON serialization called the JWE JSON Serialization. In both serializations, the JWE Protected Header, JWE Encrypted Key, JWE Initialization Vector, JWE Ciphertext, and JWE Authentication Tag are base64url encoded, since JSON lacks a way to directly represent arbitrary octet sequences. When present, the JWE AAD is also base64url encoded.

3.1. JWE Compact Serialization Overview

In the JWE Compact Serialization, no JWE Shared Unprotected Header or JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header are used. In this case, the JOSE Header and the JWE Protected Header are the same.
In the JWE Compact Serialization, a JWE is represented as the concatenation:

```
BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag)
```

See Section 7.1 for more information about the JWE Compact Serialization.

### 3.2. JWE JSON Serialization Overview

In the JWE JSON Serialization, one or more of the JWE Protected Header, JWE Shared Unprotected Header, and JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header MUST be present. In this case, the members of the JOSE Header are the union of the members of the JWE Protected Header, JWE Shared Unprotected Header, and JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header values that are present.

In the JWE JSON Serialization, a JWE is represented as a JSON object containing some or all of these eight members:

```
"protected", with the value BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))
"unprotected", with the value JWE Shared Unprotected Header
"header", with the value JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header
"encrypted_key", with the value BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key)
"iv", with the value BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector)
"ciphertext", with the value BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext)
"tag", with the value BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag)
"aad", with the value BASE64URL(JWE AAD)
```

The six base64url-encoded result strings and the two unprotected JSON object values are represented as members within a JSON object. The inclusion of some of these values is OPTIONAL. The JWE JSON Serialization can also encrypt the plaintext to multiple recipients. See Section 7.2 for more information about the JWE JSON Serialization.
3.3. Example JWE

This example encrypts the plaintext "The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination." to the recipient.

The following example JWE Protected Header declares that:

- The Content Encryption Key is encrypted to the recipient using the RSAES-OAEP [RFC3447] algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key.
- Authenticated encryption is performed on the plaintext using the AES GCM [AES] [NIST.800-38D] algorithm with a 256-bit key to produce the ciphertext and the Authentication Tag.

{"alg":"RSA-OAEP","enc":"A256GCM"}

Encoding this JWE Protected Header as BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) gives this value:

eyJhbGciOiJSU0EtT0FFUCIsImVuYyI6IkEyNTZHQ00ifQ

The remaining steps to finish creating this JWE are:

- Generate a random Content Encryption Key (CEK).
- Encrypt the CEK with the recipient’s public key using the RSAES-OAEP algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key.
- Base64url-encode the JWE Encrypted Key.
- Generate a random JWE Initialization Vector.
- Base64url-encode the JWE Initialization Vector.
- Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))).
- Perform authenticated encryption on the plaintext with the AES GCM algorithm using the CEK as the encryption key, the JWE Initialization Vector, and the Additional Authenticated Data value, requesting a 128-bit Authentication Tag output.
- Base64url-encode the ciphertext.
- Base64url-encode the Authentication Tag.
o Assemble the final representation: The Compact Serialization of this result is the string BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag).

The final result in this example (with line breaks for display purposes only) is:

```plaintext
eyJhbGciOiJSU0EtT0FFUCIsImVuYyI6IkEyNTZHQ00ifQ.0KOawD0l13gRp20jaHV7LFpZcgV7T6DVZKTyKOMTYUmKoTCVJRgckCL9kIMT03JGeipsEdY3mx_etLbbWSrFr05kLzcsR4qKAg7YN7e9jwQRb23nfa6c9d-StnImGyFDbSv04uVuxIpi5zms1gNxsKKK2Da14B8s4rzVR1tdYwam_1Dp5Xn2AYpQdB76FdiKLAVmqgfX7XWRxvz23z2i-vDxRfgNzo_tETKzpVLzfiwQyeyPGLBI056YJ7e0bdv0je81860ppamavo35UgoRdbYaBco5H9cfy1Qr66c6vFWRxc2_2T2LawVCWTIy3bbrGPi6UklfCpIFmIjf7iGdXKHzg.48V1_ALb6US04U3b.5eym8TW_c8SuK0ltJ3rpYfzEoDQz7TALvtu6UG9oMo4vpzs29tX_EFSshS8i7j6jiSdiwkiR3ajwQzaBtQD_A.XFBoMYUZodetZdvTiFvSkQ
```

See Appendix A.1 for the complete details of computing this JWE. See Appendix A for additional examples, including examples using the JWE JSON Serialization in Sections A.4 and A.5.

4. JOSE Header

For a JWE, the members of the JSON object(s) representing the JOSE Header describe the encryption applied to the plaintext and optionally additional properties of the JWE. The Header Parameter names within the JOSE Header MUST be unique, just as described in Section 4 of [JWS]. The rules about handling Header Parameters that are not understood by the implementation are also the same. The classes of Header Parameter names are likewise the same.

4.1. Registered Header Parameter Names

The following Header Parameter names for use in JWEs are registered in the IANA "JSON Web Signature and Encryption Header Parameters" registry established by [JWS], with meanings as defined below.

As indicated by the common registry, JWSs and JWEs share a common Header Parameter space; when a parameter is used by both specifications, its usage must be compatible between the specifications.
4.1.1. "alg" (Algorithm) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "alg" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.1 of [JWS], except that the Header Parameter identifies the cryptographic algorithm used to encrypt or determine the value of the CEK. The encrypted content is not usable if the "alg" value does not represent a supported algorithm, or if the recipient does not have a key that can be used with that algorithm.

A list of defined "alg" values for this use can be found in the IANA "JSON Web Signature and Encryption Algorithms" registry established by [JWA]; the initial contents of this registry are the values defined in Section 4.1 of [JWA].

4.1.2. "enc" (Encryption Algorithm) Header Parameter

The "enc" (encryption algorithm) Header Parameter identifies the content encryption algorithm used to perform authenticated encryption on the plaintext to produce the ciphertext and the Authentication Tag. This algorithm MUST be an AEAD algorithm with a specified key length. The encrypted content is not usable if the "enc" value does not represent a supported algorithm. "enc" values should either be registered in the IANA "JSON Web Signature and Encryption Algorithms" registry established by [JWA] or be a value that contains a Collision-Resistant Name. The "enc" value is a case-sensitive ASCII string containing a StringOrURI value. This Header Parameter MUST be present and MUST be understood and processed by implementations.

A list of defined "enc" values for this use can be found in the IANA "JSON Web Signature and Encryption Algorithms" registry established by [JWA]; the initial contents of this registry are the values defined in Section 5.1 of [JWA].

4.1.3. "zip" (Compression Algorithm) Header Parameter

The "zip" (compression algorithm) applied to the plaintext before encryption, if any. The "zip" value defined by this specification is:

- "DEF" - Compression with the DEFLATE [RFC1951] algorithm

Other values MAY be used. Compression algorithm values can be registered in the IANA "JSON Web Encryption Compression Algorithms" registry established by [JWA]. The "zip" value is a case-sensitive string. If no "zip" parameter is present, no compression is applied to the plaintext before encryption. When used, this Header Parameter MUST be integrity protected; therefore, it MUST occur only within the
JWE Protected Header. Use of this Header Parameter is OPTIONAL. This Header Parameter MUST be understood and processed by implementations.

4.1.4. "jku" (JWK Set URL) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "jku" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.2 of [JWS], except that the JWK Set resource contains the public key to which the JWE was encrypted; this can be used to determine the private key needed to decrypt the JWE.

4.1.5. "jwk" (JSON Web Key) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "jwk" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.3 of [JWS], except that the key is the public key to which the JWE was encrypted; this can be used to determine the private key needed to decrypt the JWE.

4.1.6. "kid" (Key ID) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "kid" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.4 of [JWS], except that the key hint references the public key to which the JWE was encrypted; this can be used to determine the private key needed to decrypt the JWE. This parameter allows originators to explicitly signal a change of key to JWE recipients.

4.1.7. "x5u" (X.509 URL) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "x5u" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.5 of [JWS], except that the X.509 public key certificate or certificate chain [RFC5280] contains the public key to which the JWE was encrypted; this can be used to determine the private key needed to decrypt the JWE.

4.1.8. "x5c" (X.509 Certificate Chain) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "x5c" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.6 of [JWS], except that the X.509 public key certificate or certificate chain [RFC5280] contains the public key to which the JWE was encrypted; this can be used to determine the private key needed to decrypt the JWE.

See Appendix B of [JWS] for an example "x5c" value.
4.1.9. "x5t" (X.509 Certificate SHA-1 Thumbprint) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "x5t" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.7 of [JWS], except that the certificate referenced by the thumbprint contains the public key to which the JWE was encrypted; this can be used to determine the private key needed to decrypt the JWE. Note that certificate thumbprints are also sometimes known as certificate fingerprints.

4.1.10. "x5t#S256" (X.509 Certificate SHA-256 Thumbprint) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "x5t#S256" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.8 of [JWS], except that the certificate referenced by the thumbprint contains the public key to which the JWE was encrypted; this can be used to determine the private key needed to decrypt the JWE. Note that certificate thumbprints are also sometimes known as certificate fingerprints.

4.1.11. "typ" (Type) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "typ" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.9 of [JWS], except that the type is that of this complete JWE.

4.1.12. "cty" (Content Type) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "cty" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.10 of [JWS], except that the type is that of the secured content (the plaintext).

4.1.13. "crit" (Critical) Header Parameter

This parameter has the same meaning, syntax, and processing rules as the "crit" Header Parameter defined in Section 4.1.11 of [JWS], except that Header Parameters for a JWE are being referred to, rather than Header Parameters for a JWS.

4.2. Public Header Parameter Names

Additional Header Parameter names can be defined by those using JWEs. However, in order to prevent collisions, any new Header Parameter name should either be registered in the IANA "JSON Web Signature and Encryption Header Parameters" registry established by [JWS] or be a Public Name: a value that contains a Collision-Resistant Name. In each case, the definer of the name or value needs to take reasonable
precautions to make sure they are in control of the part of the namespace they use to define the Header Parameter name.

New Header Parameters should be introduced sparingly, as they can result in non-interoperable JWEs.

4.3. Private Header Parameter Names

A producer and consumer of a JWE may agree to use Header Parameter names that are Private Names: names that are not Registered Header Parameter names (Section 4.1) or Public Header Parameter names (Section 4.2). Unlike Public Header Parameter names, Private Header Parameter names are subject to collision and should be used with caution.

5. Producing and Consuming JWEs

5.1. Message Encryption

The message encryption process is as follows. The order of the steps is not significant in cases where there are no dependencies between the inputs and outputs of the steps.

1. Determine the Key Management Mode employed by the algorithm used to determine the Content Encryption Key value. (This is the algorithm recorded in the "alg" (algorithm) Header Parameter of the resulting JWE.)

2. When Key Wrapping, Key Encryption, or Key Agreement with Key Wrapping are employed, generate a random CEK value. See RFC 4086 [RFC4086] for considerations on generating random values. The CEK MUST have a length equal to that required for the content encryption algorithm.

3. When Direct Key Agreement or Key Agreement with Key Wrapping are employed, use the key agreement algorithm to compute the value of the agreed upon key. When Direct Key Agreement is employed, let the CEK be the agreed upon key. When Key Agreement with Key Wrapping is employed, the agreed upon key will be used to wrap the CEK.

4. When Key Wrapping, Key Encryption, or Key Agreement with Key Wrapping are employed, encrypt the CEK to the recipient and let the result be the JWE Encrypted Key.

5. When Direct Key Agreement or Direct Encryption are employed, let the JWE Encrypted Key be the empty octet sequence.
6. When Direct Encryption is employed, let the CEK be the shared symmetric key.

7. Compute the encoded key value BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key).

8. If the JWE JSON Serialization is being used, repeat this process (steps 1-7) for each recipient.

9. Generate a random JWE Initialization Vector of the correct size for the content encryption algorithm (if required for the algorithm); otherwise, let the JWE Initialization Vector be the empty octet sequence.

10. Compute the encoded Initialization Vector value BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector).

11. If a "zip" parameter was included, compress the plaintext using the specified compression algorithm and let M be the octet sequence representing the compressed plaintext; otherwise, let M be the octet sequence representing the plaintext.

12. Create the JSON object(s) containing the desired set of Header Parameters, which together comprise the JOSE Header: one or more of the JWE Protected Header, the JWE Shared Unprotected Header, and the JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header.

13. Compute the Encoded Protected Header value BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)). If the JWE Protected Header is not present (which can only happen when using the JWE JSON Serialization and no "protected" member is present), let this value be the empty string.

14. Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(Encoded Protected Header). However, if a JWE AAD value is present (which can only be the case when using the JWE JSON Serialization), instead let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(Encoded Protected Header || '. ' || BASE64URL(JWE AAD)).

15. Encrypt M using the CEK, the JWE Initialization Vector, and the Additional Authenticated Data value using the specified content encryption algorithm to create the JWE Ciphertext value and the JWE Authentication Tag (which is the Authentication Tag output from the encryption operation).

16. Compute the encoded ciphertext value BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext).
17. Compute the encoded Authentication Tag value BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag).

18. If a JWE AAD value is present, compute the encoded AAD value BASE64URL(JWE AAD).

19. Create the desired serialized output. The Compact Serialization of this result is the string BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag). The JWE JSON Serialization is described in Section 7.2.

5.2. Message Decryption

The message decryption process is the reverse of the encryption process. The order of the steps is not significant in cases where there are no dependencies between the inputs and outputs of the steps. If any of these steps fail, the encrypted content cannot be validated.

When there are multiple recipients, it is an application decision which of the recipients’ encrypted content must successfully validate for the JWE to be accepted. In some cases, encrypted content for all recipients must successfully validate or the JWE will be considered invalid. In other cases, only the encrypted content for a single recipient needs to be successfully validated. However, in all cases, the encrypted content for at least one recipient MUST successfully validate or the JWE MUST be considered invalid.

1. Parse the JWE representation to extract the serialized values for the components of the JWE. When using the JWE Compact Serialization, these components are the base64url-encoded representations of the JWE Protected Header, the JWE Encrypted Key, the JWE Initialization Vector, the JWE Ciphertext, and the JWE Authentication Tag. When using the JWE JSON Serialization, these components also include the base64url-encoded representation of the JWE AAD and the unencoded JWE Shared Unprotected Header and JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header values. When using the JWE Compact Serialization, the JWE Protected Header, the JWE Encrypted Key, the JWE Initialization Vector, the JWE Ciphertext, and the JWE Authentication Tag are represented as base64url-encoded values in that order, with each value being separated from the next by a single period (‘.’) character, resulting in exactly four delimiting period characters being used. The JWE JSON Serialization is described in Section 7.2.
2. Base64url decode the encoded representations of the JWE Protected Header, the JWE Encrypted Key, the JWE Initialization Vector, the JWE Ciphertext, the JWE Authentication Tag, and the JWE AAD, following the restriction that no line breaks, whitespace, or other additional characters have been used.

3. Verify that the octet sequence resulting from decoding the encoded JWE Protected Header is a UTF-8-encoded representation of a completely valid JSON object conforming to RFC 7159 [RFC7159]; let the JWE Protected Header be this JSON object.

4. If using the JWE Compact Serialization, let the JOSE Header be the JWE Protected Header. Otherwise, when using the JWE JSON Serialization, let the JOSE Header be the union of the members of the JWE Protected Header, the JWE Shared Unprotected Header and the corresponding JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header, all of which must be completely valid JSON objects. During this step, verify that the resulting JOSE Header does not contain duplicate Header Parameter names. When using the JWE JSON Serialization, this restriction includes that the same Header Parameter name also MUST NOT occur in distinct JSON object values that together comprise the JOSE Header.

5. Verify that the implementation understands and can process all fields that it is required to support, whether required by this specification, by the algorithms being used, or by the "crit" Header Parameter value, and that the values of those parameters are also understood and supported.

6. Determine the Key Management Mode employed by the algorithm specified by the "alg" (algorithm) Header Parameter.

7. Verify that the JWE uses a key known to the recipient.

8. When Direct Key Agreement or Key Agreement with Key Wrapping are employed, use the key agreement algorithm to compute the value of the agreed upon key. When Direct Key Agreement is employed, let the CEK be the agreed upon key. When Key Agreement with Key Wrapping is employed, the agreed upon key will be used to decrypt the JWE Encrypted Key.

9. When Key Wrapping, Key Encryption, or Key Agreement with Key Wrapping are employed, decrypt the JWE Encrypted Key to produce the CEK. The CEK MUST have a length equal to that required for the content encryption algorithm. Note that when there are multiple recipients, each recipient will only be able to decrypt JWE Encrypted Key values that were encrypted to a key in that recipient’s possession. It is therefore normal to only be able
to decrypt one of the per-recipient JWE Encrypted Key values to obtain the CEK value. Also, see Section 11.5 for security considerations on mitigating timing attacks.

10. When Direct Key Agreement or Direct Encryption are employed, verify that the JWE Encrypted Key value is an empty octet sequence.

11. When Direct Encryption is employed, let the CEK be the shared symmetric key.

12. Record whether the CEK could be successfully determined for this recipient or not.

13. If the JWE JSON Serialization is being used, repeat this process (steps 4-12) for each recipient contained in the representation.

14. Compute the Encoded Protected Header value BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)). If the JWE Protected Header is not present (which can only happen when using the JWE JSON Serialization and no "protected" member is present), let this value be the empty string.

15. Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(Encoded Protected Header). However, if a JWE AAD value is present (which can only be the case when using the JWE JSON Serialization), instead let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(Encoded Protected Header || ' .' || BASE64URL(JWE AAD)).

16. Decrypt the JWE Ciphertext using the CEK, the JWE Initialization Vector, the Additional Authenticated Data value, and the JWE Authentication Tag (which is the Authentication Tag input to the calculation) using the specified content encryption algorithm, returning the decrypted plaintext and validating the JWE Authentication Tag in the manner specified for the algorithm, rejecting the input without emitting any decrypted output if the JWE Authentication Tag is incorrect.

17. If a "zip" parameter was included, uncompress the decrypted plaintext using the specified compression algorithm.

18. If there was no recipient for which all of the decryption steps succeeded, then the JWE MUST be considered invalid. Otherwise, output the plaintext. In the JWE JSON Serialization case, also return a result to the application indicating for which of the recipients the decryption succeeded and failed.
Finally, note that it is an application decision which algorithms may be used in a given context. Even if a JWE can be successfully decrypted, unless the algorithms used in the JWE are acceptable to the application, it SHOULD consider the JWE to be invalid.

5.3. String Comparison Rules

The string comparison rules for this specification are the same as those defined in Section 5.3 of [JWS].

6. Key Identification

The key identification methods for this specification are the same as those defined in Section 6 of [JWS], except that the key being identified is the public key to which the JWE was encrypted.

7. Serializations

JWEs use one of two serializations: the JWE Compact Serialization or the JWE JSON Serialization. Applications using this specification need to specify what serialization and serialization features are used for that application. For instance, applications might specify that only the JWE JSON Serialization is used, that only JWE JSON Serialization support for a single recipient is used, or that support for multiple recipients is used. JWE implementations only need to implement the features needed for the applications they are designed to support.

7.1. JWE Compact Serialization

The JWE Compact Serialization represents encrypted content as a compact, URL-safe string. This string is:

```
BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag)
```

Only one recipient is supported by the JWE Compact Serialization and it provides no syntax to represent JWE Shared Unprotected Header, JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header, or JWE AAD values.

7.2. JWE JSON Serialization

The JWE JSON Serialization represents encrypted content as a JSON object. This representation is neither optimized for compactness nor URL safe.
Two closely related syntaxes are defined for the JWE JSON Serialization: a fully general syntax, with which content can be encrypted to more than one recipient, and a flattened syntax, which is optimized for the single-recipient case.

7.2.1. General JWE JSON Serialization Syntax

The following members are defined for use in top-level JSON objects used for the fully general JWE JSON Serialization syntax:

protected
The "protected" member MUST be present and contain the value
BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) when the JWE Protected Header value is non-empty; otherwise, it MUST be absent. These Header Parameter values are integrity protected.

unprotected
The "unprotected" member MUST be present and contain the value JWE Shared Unprotected Header when the JWE Shared Unprotected Header value is non-empty; otherwise, it MUST be absent. This value is represented as an unencoded JSON object, rather than as a string. These Header Parameter values are not integrity protected.

iv
The "iv" member MUST be present and contain the value
BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) when the JWE Initialization Vector value is non-empty; otherwise, it MUST be absent.

aad
The "aad" member MUST be present and contain the value
BASE64URL(JWE AAD)) when the JWE AAD value is non-empty; otherwise, it MUST be absent. A JWE AAD value can be included to supply a base64url-encoded value to be integrity protected but not encrypted.

ciphertext
The "ciphertext" member MUST be present and contain the value
BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext).

tag
The "tag" member MUST be present and contain the value
BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag) when the JWE Authentication Tag value is non-empty; otherwise, it MUST be absent.

recipients
The "recipients" member value MUST be an array of JSON objects. Each object contains information specific to a single recipient. This member MUST be present with exactly one array element per
recipient, even if some or all of the array element values are the empty JSON object "{}" (which can happen when all Header Parameter values are shared between all recipients and when no encrypted key is used, such as when doing Direct Encryption).

The following members are defined for use in the JSON objects that are elements of the "recipients" array:

**header**

The "header" member MUST be present and contain the value JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header when the JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header value is non-empty; otherwise, it MUST be absent. This value is represented as an unencoded JSON object, rather than as a string. These Header Parameter values are not integrity protected.

**encrypted_key**

The "encrypted_key" member MUST be present and contain the value BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) when the JWE Encrypted Key value is non-empty; otherwise, it MUST be absent.

At least one of the "header", "protected", and "unprotected" members MUST be present so that "alg" and "enc" Header Parameter values are conveyed for each recipient computation.

Additional members can be present in both the JSON objects defined above; if not understood by implementations encountering them, they MUST be ignored.

Some Header Parameters, including the "alg" parameter, can be shared among all recipient computations. Header Parameters in the JWE Protected Header and JWE Shared Unprotected Header values are shared among all recipients.

The Header Parameter values used when creating or validating per-recipient ciphertext and Authentication Tag values are the union of the three sets of Header Parameter values that may be present: (1) the JWE Protected Header represented in the "protected" member, (2) the JWE Shared Unprotected Header represented in the "unprotected" member, and (3) the JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header represented in the "header" member of the recipient’s array element. The union of these sets of Header Parameters comprises the JOSE Header. The Header Parameter names in the three locations MUST be disjoint.

Each JWE Encrypted Key value is computed using the parameters of the corresponding JOSE Header value in the same manner as for the JWE Compact Serialization. This has the desirable property that each JWE Encrypted Key value in the "recipients" array is identical to the
value that would have been computed for the same parameter in the JWE Compact Serialization. Likewise, the JWE Ciphertext and JWE Authentication Tag values match those produced for the JWE Compact Serialization, provided that the JWE Protected Header value (which represents the integrity-protected Header Parameter values) matches that used in the JWE Compact Serialization.

All recipients use the same JWE Protected Header, JWE Initialization Vector, JWE Ciphertext, and JWE Authentication Tag values, when present, resulting in potentially significant space savings if the message is large. Therefore, all Header Parameters that specify the treatment of the plaintext value MUST be the same for all recipients. This primarily means that the "enc" (encryption algorithm) Header Parameter value in the JOSE Header for each recipient and any parameters of that algorithm MUST be the same.

In summary, the syntax of a JWE using the general JWE JSON Serialization is as follows:

```json
{
  "protected":"<integrity-protected shared header contents>",
  "unprotected":<non-integrity-protected shared header contents>,
  "recipients":[
    {"header":<per-recipient unprotected header 1 contents>,
     "encrypted_key":"<encrypted key 1 contents>"},
    ...
    {"header":<per-recipient unprotected header N contents>,
     "encrypted_key":"<encrypted key N contents>"},
  ],
  "aad":<additional authenticated data contents>",
  "iv":<initialization vector contents>",
  "ciphertext":<ciphertext contents>",
  "tag":<authentication tag contents>
}
```

See Appendix A.4 for an example JWE using the general JWE JSON Serialization syntax.

7.2.2. Flattened JWE JSON Serialization Syntax

The flattened JWE JSON Serialization syntax is based upon the general syntax, but flattens it, optimizing it for the single-recipient case. It flattens it by removing the "recipients" member and instead placing those members defined for use in the "recipients" array (the "header" and "encrypted_key" members) in the top-level JSON object (at the same level as the "ciphertext" member).
The "recipients" member MUST NOT be present when using this syntax. Other than this syntax difference, JWE JSON Serialization objects using the flattened syntax are processed identically to those using the general syntax.

In summary, the syntax of a JWE using the flattened JWE JSON Serialization is as follows:

```
{
    "protected": "<integrity-protected header contents>",
    "unprotected": "<non-integrity-protected header contents>",
    "header": "<more non-integrity-protected header contents>",
    "encrypted_key": "<encrypted key contents>",
    "aad": "<additional authenticated data contents>",
    "iv": "<initialization vector contents>",
    "ciphertext": "<ciphertext contents>",
    "tag": "<authentication tag contents>"
}
```

Note that when using the flattened syntax, just as when using the general syntax, any unprotected Header Parameter values can reside in either the "unprotected" member or the "header" member, or in both.

See Appendix A.5 for an example JWE using the flattened JWE JSON Serialization syntax.

8.  TLS Requirements

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) requirements for this specification are the same as those defined in Section 8 of [JWS].

9.  Distinguishing between JWS and JWE Objects

There are several ways of distinguishing whether an object is a JWS or JWE. All these methods will yield the same result for all legal input values; they may yield different results for malformed inputs.

- If the object is using the JWS Compact Serialization or the JWE Compact Serialization, the number of base64url-encoded segments separated by period (\'\.') characters differs for JWSs and JWEs. JWSs have three segments separated by two period (\'\.') characters. JWEs have five segments separated by four period (\'\.') characters.

- If the object is using the JWS JSON Serialization or the JWE JSON Serialization, the members used will be different. JWSs have a "payload" member and JWEs do not. JWEs have a "ciphertext" member and JWSs do not.
The JOSE Header for a JWS can be distinguished from the JOSE Header for a JWE by examining the "alg" (algorithm) Header Parameter value. If the value represents a digital signature or MAC algorithm, or is the value "none", it is for a JWS; if it represents a Key Encryption, Key Wrapping, Direct Key Agreement, Key Agreement with Key Wrapping, or Direct Encryption algorithm, it is for a JWE. (Extracting the "alg" value to examine is straightforward when using the JWS Compact Serialization or the JWE Compact Serialization and may be more difficult when using the JWS JSON Serialization or the JWE JSON Serialization.)

The JOSE Header for a JWS can also be distinguished from the JOSE Header for a JWE by determining whether an "enc" (encryption algorithm) member exists. If the "enc" member exists, it is a JWE; otherwise, it is a JWS.

10. IANA Considerations

10.1. JSON Web Signature and Encryption Header Parameters Registration

This section registers the Header Parameter names defined in Section 4.1 in the IANA "JSON Web Signature and Encryption Header Parameters" registry established by [JWS].

10.1.1. Registry Contents

- Header Parameter Name: "alg"
  - Header Parameter Description: Algorithm
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.1 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "enc"
  - Header Parameter Description: Encryption Algorithm
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.2 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "zip"
  - Header Parameter Description: Compression Algorithm
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.3 of RFC 7516
- Header Parameter Name: "jku"
  - Header Parameter Description: JWK Set URL
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.4 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "jwk"
  - Header Parameter Description: JSON Web Key
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.5 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "kid"
  - Header Parameter Description: Key ID
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.6 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "x5u"
  - Header Parameter Description: X.509 URL
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.7 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "x5c"
  - Header Parameter Description: X.509 Certificate Chain
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.8 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "x5t"
  - Header Parameter Description: X.509 Certificate SHA-1 Thumbprint
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.9 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "x5t#S256"
  - Header Parameter Description: X.509 Certificate SHA-256 Thumbprint
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.10 of RFC 7516

- Header Parameter Name: "typ"
  - Header Parameter Description: Type
  - Header Parameter Usage Location(s): JWE
  - Change Controller: IESG
  - Specification Document(s): Section 4.1.11 of RFC 7516
11. Security Considerations

All of the security issues that are pertinent to any cryptographic application must be addressed by JWS/JWE/JWK agents. Among these issues are protecting the user’s asymmetric private and symmetric secret keys and employing countermeasures to various attacks.

All the security considerations in the JWS specification also apply to this specification. Likewise, all the security considerations in XML Encryption 1.1 [W3C.REC-xmlenc-core1-20130411] also apply, other than those that are XML specific.

11.1. Key Entropy and Random Values

See Section 10.1 of [JWS] for security considerations on key entropy and random values. In addition to the uses of random values listed there, note that random values are also used for Content Encryption Keys (CEKs) and Initialization Vectors (IVs) when performing encryption.

11.2. Key Protection

See Section 10.2 of [JWS] for security considerations on key protection. In addition to the keys listed there that must be protected, implementations performing encryption must protect the key encryption key and the Content Encryption Key. Compromise of the key encryption key may result in the disclosure of all contents protected with that key. Similarly, compromise of the Content Encryption Key may result in disclosure of the associated encrypted content.
11.3. Using Matching Algorithm Strengths

Algorithms of matching strengths should be used together whenever possible. For instance, when AES Key Wrap is used with a given key size, using the same key size is recommended when AES GCM is also used. If the key encryption and content encryption algorithms are different, the effective security is determined by the weaker of the two algorithms.

Also, see RFC 3766 [RFC3766] for information on determining strengths for public keys used for exchanging symmetric keys.

11.4. Adaptive Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks

When decrypting, particular care must be taken not to allow the JWE recipient to be used as an oracle for decrypting messages. RFC 3218 [RFC3218] should be consulted for specific countermeasures to attacks on RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5. An attacker might modify the contents of the "alg" Header Parameter from "RSA-OAEP" to "RSA1_5" in order to generate a formatting error that can be detected and used to recover the CEK even if RSAES-OAEP was used to encrypt the CEK. It is therefore particularly important to report all formatting errors to the CEK, Additional Authenticated Data, or ciphertext as a single error when the encrypted content is rejected.

Additionally, this type of attack can be prevented by restricting the use of a key to a limited set of algorithms -- usually one. This means, for instance, that if the key is marked as being for "RSA-OAEP" only, any attempt to decrypt a message using the "RSA1_5" algorithm with that key should fail immediately due to invalid use of the key.

11.5. Timing Attacks

To mitigate the attacks described in RFC 3218 [RFC3218], the recipient MUST NOT distinguish between format, padding, and length errors of encrypted keys. It is strongly recommended, in the event of receiving an improperly formatted key, that the recipient substitute a randomly generated CEK and proceed to the next step, to mitigate timing attacks.
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Appendix A.  JWE Examples

This section provides examples of JWE computations.

A.1.  Example JWE using RSAES-OAEP and AES GCM

This example encrypts the plaintext "The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination." to the recipient using RSAES-OAEP for key encryption and AES GCM for content encryption. The representation of this plaintext (using JSON array notation) is:


A.1.1.  JOSE Header

The following example JWE Protected Header declares that:

- The Content Encryption Key is encrypted to the recipient using the RSAES-OAEP algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key.
- Authenticated encryption is performed on the plaintext using the AES GCM algorithm with a 256-bit key to produce the ciphertext and the Authentication Tag.

{"alg":"RSA-OAEP","enc":"A256GCM"}

Encoding this JWE Protected Header as BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) gives this value:

eyJhbGciOiJSU0EtT0FFUCIsImVuYyI6IkEyNTZHQ00ifQ

A.1.2.  Content Encryption Key (CEK)

Generate a 256-bit random CEK. In this example, the value (using JSON array notation) is:

[177, 161, 244, 128, 84, 143, 225, 115, 63, 180, 3, 255, 107, 154, 212, 246, 138, 7, 110, 91, 112, 46, 34, 105, 47, 130, 203, 46, 122, 234, 64, 252]
### A.1.3. Key Encryption

Encrypt the CEK with the recipient’s public key using the RSAES-OAEP algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key. This example uses the RSA key represented in JSON Web Key [JWK] format below (with line breaks within values for display purposes only):

```json
{"kty":"RSA",
 "n":"oahUioWw0K0usKNuOR6H4wkf4oBUXHTxRvgb48E-BVvxkeDNjbC4he8rUWcJo2mds2h7M0imEVHRU5djINXTq1LI4DFqcII1DgjT9LevNd8MW2KrfH3spk_ZkoFnilakGygTwp23uesH-PFABN1UYpoiN15dsQrkgr0vEhxn92i2asboOenSzyexzihK2UwxxrKoExv6kc5twXTq4h-QChLOin0_mUtUwfsRaAMSptSm6SxrgnxxbWhojf663tuEQueGC-FCMfara36C9knDGFZaNa7LZK2djYgd3JR_MB_4NUJW_TqQtwYHbx esoJARm-L5StowjzyGy-_bg6Gw",
 "e":"AQAB",
 "d":"kLdtIj6GbDks_ApCSTYQtelecNtt1KiOyPzMrXHeI-yk1F7-kpDxY4-WY5N5V5KntaeEsXLj82E375xxhWMHXyvjYecPT9fpwR_M9gV8n9Hrh2an5pTD93Dt62ywp3yDsJzBnnTrvYu1wWRgBKrEY4qAZIrA2xAWnm2X7uGR1ghkqDp0vqj3kbScZ1Xycs6_LehBwtxHIyb8Ripy40p24mo0AbgXWv3rxT_v1t3UvEq0W0JkzJ0zlUF-KTV12Ptgm-dArxTET-E-id-40Jr0h-K-VF3S3VnqVTznsSxyfjrj8ILL6MG_Uv8YA7VILSB310W05-4eQ9D3zgtTjgyq",
 "p":"1r52Xk46c-LsfB5P442p7atdPUqYQs4m_r_i-zI3MqF2EuFvOu0BvraRQ-SWxkbkmoEzL7XjroBjzrS3YlIQygMgyAEPTPjXv_hI2_1eTSPVZrL0lf
fNhOJIXqW5MDfOuc7UE0E0zvb2vhr1N_rKrbfD1wUBtjRjgigRbwC6C10",
 "q":"wLb35x7hmGQzSwJmB_vle871hgZ1981BEROLIsZGO4ayZVe9Hi9gDVC08m
UDdaDYVTSN8s_8fylw1YyAh9GGrDew00J28CrUoeBB_jKJloma0Orv1T9aX
IWxKwd4gvxFm0Wq3RQL9KEBrzk2RatUBnmDZJIAfTs0q68UZHvte",
 "dp":"ZK-Yw7d1uUh0qR1tRw78WHto1DxB3M2_OTcwiFvgfeq3SiresXjm9g5ZKL
hmXvo-uz-KJWdXs5pFQ_M0evolddlKtRJjVw_x4NnqyXPM5nULPkcUpU827
rnp2zAkJpdxWaqqxXAGACEQHX0t4atjnjd_zVpAmZQ6w0PWMbfkCue",
 "dq":"Dq0qfgJ1DdFXGXi1vEQ2nuK7On0UMsJbkljydc3j4ZyDBoMRaY86k0VHCj
ywcMLYYg4yoC4YZa9hNvcsjqaA3FeIl19rk8gQnZrTctOcj8qgyFz5nNDB
UcfaiJveweSOjJ2DZYrHByvlb-o-22X5tvLx-TCekf7oxyeKDuQWjvis",
 "qi":"v1kmPMyfBp47d71w_zDUXFpimsSgnMOA1zTaXa7k8r7uY6R8-ZW1FexUt
AllWaiLybq66t16VF7dQOy6fl1UK4S1OydB61gw anoSOGAOv82cHqOE3
eL4HrtZkUvKnPrMsnUUf1fDyvbVzxyjz9JF_XyaY14ardLSj4L_FNY"}
```
The resulting JWE Encrypted Key value is:

```
```

Encoding this JWE Encrypted Key as BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) gives this value (with line breaks for display purposes only):

```
OKOawDo13gRp2ojaHV7LFpZcgV7T6DVZKTyKOMTYUmKoTCVJRgckCL9kiMT03JGe
ipsEdY3mx_etLbbW5SrFr05kLzc1Sr4qRAq7YN7e9jwQRb23nfaf679d-5tnImGyFDb
5v04uVuxIp52ms1gNnxKKKZDa14B8S4rzVRLtcdYwam_1Dp5Xn2AYpQdb76Fd1KLaV
mqgfWx7XRoxv2322i-vDxRsfiQyey5PGLBIO56lJ7eObvVje8
1860ppamavo359gRdbYaBcoh9QcfylQr66oc6vFWXRcZ_2T2LawVCTl3y3brGPi
60k1FCpIMfIjf7iGdXKHzg
```

A.1.4. Initialization Vector

Generate a random 96-bit JWE Initialization Vector. In this example, the value is:

```
[227, 197, 117, 252, 2, 219, 233, 68, 180, 225, 77, 219]
```

Encoding this JWE Initialization Vector as BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) gives this value:

```
48V1_ALb6US04U3b
```
A.1.5. Additional Authenticated Data

Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))). This value is:

\[\text{[101, 121, 74, 104, 98, 71, 99, 105, 79, 105, 74, 83, 85, 48, 69, 116, 84, 48, 70, 70, 85, 67, 73, 115, 73, 109, 86, 117, 89, 121, 73, 54, 73, 107, 69, 121, 78, 84, 90, 72, 81, 48, 48, 105, 102, 81]}\]

A.1.6. Content Encryption

Perform authenticated encryption on the plaintext with the AES GCM algorithm using the CEK as the encryption key, the JWE Initialization Vector, and the Additional Authenticated Data value above, requesting a 128-bit Authentication Tag output. The resulting ciphertext is:


The resulting Authentication Tag value is:

\[\text{[92, 80, 104, 49, 133, 25, 161, 215, 173, 101, 219, 211, 136, 91, 210, 145]}\]

Encoding this JWE Ciphertext as BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) gives this value (with line breaks for display purposes only):

5eym8TW_c8SuK0ltJ3rpYIzOeDQz7TALvU6UG9oMo4vpzs9tX_EFS8iB7j6jiSdiwkIR3ajwQzaBtQD_A

Encoding this JWE Authentication Tag as BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag) gives this value:

XFBoMYUZodetZdvTiFvSkQ
A.1.7. Complete Representation

Assemble the final representation: The Compact Serialization of this result is the string BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag).

The final result in this example (with line breaks for display purposes only) is:

eyJhbGciOiJSU0EtT0FFUCIsImVuYyI6IkEyNTZHQ00ifQ.
OKOawDo13gRp2ojaHV7LFpZcgV7T6DV2KTyKOMTYUmKoTCVJRgckCL9k1MT03JGe
ipsEdY3mx_etLbbWSrFr05kLzcSr4qKAq7YN7e9jwQRb23nfa6c9d-StnImGyFDb
Sv04uVuxIp5zmlqGNxKKK2Da14BB4rzVRL1dYyam_1Dp5Xn2AYpQdb76FdiKIbV
mgqfwX7XWRxv222i-vDxRfqNzo_tEETKzpVZlziwQyeyPGLBIO56YJ7eObdv0je8
1860ppamav035UgoRdbYaBcoh9QcfylQr66oc6vFWRnc2_-2T2LawVCTg5T3bGPi
6Uk1fCpIMfIf7iGdXKHzg.
48V1_ALb6US04U3b.
5eym8TW_c8SuK0ltJ3prYizOeDQz7TALvtu6UG9oMo4pzs9tx_EFShs8iB7j6ji
SdikI3ajwQazaBtQD_A.
XFBoMYUZodetZdvTfVskQ

A.1.8. Validation

This example illustrates the process of creating a JWE with RSAES-OAEP for key encryption and AES GCM for content encryption. These results can be used to validate JWE decryption implementations for these algorithms. Note that since the RSAES-OAEP computation includes random values, the encryption results above will not be completely reproducible. However, since the AES GCM computation is deterministic, the JWE Encrypted Ciphertext values will be the same for all encryptions performed using these inputs.

A.2. Example JWE using RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 and AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256

This example encrypts the plaintext "Live long and prosper." to the recipient using RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 for key encryption and AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 for content encryption. The representation of this plaintext (using JSON array notation) is:

A.2.1. JOSE Header

The following example JWE Protected Header declares that:

- The Content Encryption Key is encrypted to the recipient using the RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key.
- Authenticated encryption is performed on the plaintext using the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 algorithm to produce the ciphertext and the Authentication Tag.

```json
{ "alg":"RSA1_5","enc":"A128CBC-HS256" }
```

Encoding this JWE Protected Header as BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) gives this value:

```plaintext
eyJhbGciOiJSU0ExXzUiLCJlbmMiOiJBMTI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2In0
```

A.2.2. Content Encryption Key (CEK)

Generate a 256-bit random CEK. In this example, the key value is:

```plaintext
[4, 211, 31, 197, 84, 157, 252, 254, 11, 100, 157, 250, 63, 170, 106, 206, 107, 124, 212, 45, 111, 107, 9, 219, 200, 177, 0, 240, 143, 156, 44, 207]
```
A.2.3. Key Encryption

Encrypt the CEK with the recipient’s public key using the RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key. This example uses the RSA key represented in JSON Web Key [JWK] format below (with line breaks for display purposes only):

```json
{"kty":"RSA","n":"sXchDaQebHnPiGvyDOAT4saGEUtSyo9MKLOoWFsueri23bDodgwp4DylW1UzewbghHod5pCM9H95GQRV3JDxboIRROSBigeC5yjU1hGzHHyxss8UdpredcbAyxnTCqkhslANGRU8mdTOQ5tRsLaT6BTYuvVvdh8S8exSZE_y_c4gs_7sv1JJQ4H9_NxsioloLwAek7-3QUXEYGYw_751DRAG84-1A_-Ct4etlXHBIY2Eav7t7LjJyajvVJCpky4LkJT7AmuiGuItqHrNh2LuF_RJlqHmP2kgWFpE7-7VtlDlVbC2tejvcI2B1MKepk1BzBZIOJQB0GdWFhL-aeAW3vRw","e":"AQAB","d":"VFbC0wqRx8nv2YNyaaJLXdnNPXZKaCWkJU5Q2eQ8pTBMwphprMzWzpRB8Sxq1OPThh_J6MUD8235wky9bBeEOoPwN8sxhl10GFRBoNqDIK0vu0a2b-rynq8cxjDTL2Q6Fz7s5jR1klop-YkaUh9GsEofQyruPhzSA-QgajGpBE_02aVDJHfd7UBUKunFMScbf1YAAOYJQvHyaVR5xWEeUCJUJnTNQ_CVSj-VxLoL5zfcUAuLqW4dpfl5SrztJSt34YLSrarSb127rG_DUW9GCh-KyvjT1SkHqUWRVICgly7uvGVS5DswsYprdnINpPA4jIhNoNizK2zF2WQ","p":"9y2W6ISL6LjvEKsebeDbAwpd9XMfqqFoa9vEvEunuk41LwBKCoe1x4H68ik918hdDSE9vDQ5ccA3xXHQAOFPJR9R8eEATi1VvYbnpT97X-xcPWL1EPKrdoUKW6tgtlsNa_Dnc9LEVPFM390zBxt8TN_biaBge1NgbC95sM","q":"ukLcKkvW_2JMCwdIs5svVSU_6cPtY11lyjWytExv_sksHvRSNh9r66jdd9-yBhfuv744YpyhshpJ77rGnHio9T1RBoH69TPKWVYKpyu1YhQxw1jIAbfw-MVSn-3Bq76Wldt2DSdssQ7q7PyUyXMm7psycZ5c72wGKuWNOjYelmkiNS0","dp":"w0kZ8v63cVRvVX8yK3C8cmXxo2qCM4Yn8sq1lMfS9h4EC1L6FwBX59yuvngs4I1EFK6eAL0US4vIWEwCl4tXw9LsWH_zKI-hworeoP77oOeSs4AVcraHaw1kpyd2TWjE5egbhWtcOnt2ee3xJXJka164k62jzxbk-K3P3PEnHC","dq":"o_8V14szck06CNLKS btPdF109_kCI6suUTd2LAFIVeMZ7jnh1Gus_Ff7B7Vx3p5kuBGOFV8l-qifLb6nQnLyshDh132N6o2k8kH7m17hPG-PEYD_odApcKdnqECvhw5Wj-FJ0WowndE2D_1TvF9mX2AxOq-1yGyn8OV1B3mpq6uga","ei":"qNhso5yRBEhBxhGtBtQrw9q9IrZsB66TTrFReG_CcetlIaCneTDELGYL1RCUtU7Rcl1fufEFSmMdsNDPbLoLqqCvznFbvdB7-X-Tl-mO_eF72KiQwGqE9PZB9nNTwMVvH3VRRSLWACvPnSiw8N5Usy-WRXS-V7TbpixhvepTFeONNa"}
```
The resulting JWE Encrypted Key value is:


Encoding this JWE Encrypted Key as BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) gives this value (with line breaks for display purposes only):

UGhIOguC7IuEvf_NPVaXsGMoLOomwvc1GyqlIKOK1nN94nHPo1tGWhw7Zh0-kFm 1Njn8LE9XShH59_i8J0P55ZeyHgy92xGdULU7sSHF6Gp2vPlqN2__dElKxG72Pc HAlUzo0egEI-8E66jX2E4zyJKx-7yxZIItRzc5h1Rrb6Y5C1_p-ko3YvkyysZIF NFccxRU7qe1WFPxqb2Yw8kZqa2rMW15ng80tvziV7elprCbwHphCdZ6XDP0_F8 rkXda2vE4X-ncoO10hAYHHi29NX0mcKiRaD0-D-1jQTP-cFFgwCp6X-nZ2d90HBw -B3oWh2Tbqm5cqXR4gp_A

A.2.4. Initialization Vector

Generate a random 128-bit JWE Initialization Vector. In this example, the value is:


Encoding this JWE Initialization Vector as BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) gives this value:

AxY8DCTDaGl5bGljb3RoZQ
A.2.5.  Additional Authenticated Data

Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))). This value is:


A.2.6.  Content Encryption

Perform authenticated encryption on the plaintext with the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 algorithm using the CEK as the encryption key, the JWE Initialization Vector, and the Additional Authenticated Data value above. The steps for doing this using the values from Appendix A.3 are detailed in Appendix B. The resulting ciphertext is:


The resulting Authentication Tag value is:

[246, 17, 244, 190, 4, 95, 98, 3, 231, 0, 115, 157, 242, 203, 100, 191]

Encoding this JWE Ciphertext as BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) gives this value:

KDlTtXchh2TGufMYmOYGS4HffxPSUrfmqCHXaI9wOGY

Encoding this JWE Authentication Tag as BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag) gives this value:

9hH0vgRfYgPnAHOd8stkvw

A.2.7.  Complete Representation

Assemble the final representation: The Compact Serialization of this result is the string BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || '.' || BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag).
The final result in this example (with line breaks for display purposes only) is:

eyJhbGciOiJSU0ExXzUiLCJlbmMiOiJBMTI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2In0.
UGhIOguC7IuEvf_NPVaXsGmLoLomwvc1GyqlIKOKInN94nHPoitGRhWhw7Zx0-kFm
1Nj8L9E9XShHS9_i8J0PH52ZyNfGy2xGdULU7sHNF6Pq2vPLqNZ__deLKxGHZ7Pc
HALUzoOegEI-8E66jXZ4zyJKx-YzzZIItRzC5h1Rirb6Y5c1_p-k03YvkkysZIF
NFCxRU7qve1WPxqbb2YW8kZqa2rMW15ng80tvzlV7elprCbuPhCdZ6XDPO_F8
rkXds2vE4X-ncOIM8hAYHHi29NX0mcKiRaD0-D-1jQTP-cFPgwCp6X-nZzd90HBv
-B3oWh2TbqmScqXHR4gp_A.
AxY8DctDaGlshbGljb3RoZQ.
KDIItXchhZTgfMYmOGS4HffxPSUrfmqCHXaI9wOGY.
9hH0vGRyGnAHOD8stkvw

A.2.8. Validation

This example illustrates the process of creating a JWE with RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 for key encryption and AES_CBC_HMAC_SHA2 for content encryption. These results can be used to validate JWE decryption implementations for these algorithms. Note that since the RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 computation includes random values, the encryption results above will not be completely reproducible. However, since the AES-CBC computation is deterministic, the JWE Encrypted Ciphertext values will be the same for all encryptions performed using these inputs.

A.3. Example JWE Using AES Key Wrap and AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256

This example encrypts the plaintext "Live long and prosper." to the recipient using AES Key Wrap for key encryption and AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 for content encryption. The representation of this plaintext (using JSON array notation) is:


A.3.1. JOSE Header

The following example JWE Protected Header declares that:

- The Content Encryption Key is encrypted to the recipient using the AES Key Wrap algorithm with a 128-bit key to produce the JWE Encrypted Key.
- Authenticated encryption is performed on the plaintext using the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 algorithm to produce the ciphertext and the Authentication Tag.

"alg":"A128KW","enc":"A128CBC-HS256"
Encoding this JWE Protected Header as BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) gives this value:

eyJhbGciOiJBMTI4S1ciLCJlbmMiOiJBMTI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2In0

A.3.2. Content Encryption Key (CEK)

Generate a 256-bit random CEK. In this example, the value is:

[4, 211, 31, 197, 84, 157, 252, 254, 11, 100, 157, 250, 63, 170, 106, 206, 107, 124, 212, 45, 111, 107, 9, 219, 200, 177, 0, 240, 143, 156, 44, 207]

A.3.3. Key Encryption

Encrypt the CEK with the shared symmetric key using the AES Key Wrap algorithm to produce the JWE Encrypted Key. This example uses the symmetric key represented in JSON Web Key [JWK] format below:

{"kty":"oct", "k":"GawgguFyGrWKav7AX4VKUg"}

The resulting JWE Encrypted Key value is:


Encoding this JWE Encrypted Key as BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) gives this value:

6KB707dM9YTIgHtLvtgWQ8mKwboJW3of9locizkDTHzBC2IlrTloOQ

A.3.4. Initialization Vector

Generate a random 128-bit JWE Initialization Vector. In this example, the value is:


Encoding this JWE Initialization Vector as BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) gives this value:

AxY8DCTDaGlsbGljb3RoZQ
A.3.5. Additional Authenticated Data

Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))). This value is:

```
```

A.3.6. Content Encryption

Perform authenticated encryption on the plaintext with the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 algorithm using the CEK as the encryption key, the JWE Initialization Vector, and the Additional Authenticated Data value above. The steps for doing this using the values from this example are detailed in Appendix B. The resulting ciphertext is:

```
```

The resulting Authentication Tag value is:

```
[83, 73, 191, 98, 104, 205, 211, 128, 201, 189, 199, 133, 32, 38, 194, 85]
```

Encoding this JWE Ciphertext as BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) gives this value:

```
KDlTtXchh2TGuFMYmOYGS4HffxPSUrfmqCHXaI9wOGY
```

Encoding this JWE Authentication Tag as BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag) gives this value:

```
U0m_YmjN04DJvceFICbCVQ
```

A.3.7. Complete Representation

Assemble the final representation: The Compact Serialization of this result is the string BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) || "." || BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag).
The final result in this example (with line breaks for display purposes only) is:

eyJhbGciOiJBMTI4S1ciLCJlbmMiOiJBMjI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2In0.
6KB707dM9YTIgHtLvtgWQ8mKwboJW3o9locizkDTHzBC21lrtIoOQ.
AxY8DCTDaGlshGj3Ro2Q.
KDlTtXchh2TGufMYmOYGS4HffxPSUufmqCHXaI9wOGY.
U0m_YmjN04DJvceFICbCVQ

A.3.8. Validation

This example illustrates the process of creating a JWE with AES Key Wrap for key encryption and AES GCM for content encryption. These results can be used to validate JWE decryption implementations for these algorithms. Also, since both the AES Key Wrap and AES GCM computations are deterministic, the resulting JWE value will be the same for all encryptions performed using these inputs. Since the computation is reproducible, these results can also be used to validate JWE encryption implementations for these algorithms.

A.4. Example JWE Using General JWE JSON Serialization

This section contains an example using the general JWE JSON Serialization syntax. This example demonstrates the capability for encrypting the same plaintext to multiple recipients.

Two recipients are present in this example. The algorithm and key used for the first recipient are the same as that used in Appendix A.2. The algorithm and key used for the second recipient are the same as that used in Appendix A.3. The resulting JWE Encrypted Key values are therefore the same; those computations are not repeated here.

The plaintext, the CEK, JWE Initialization Vector, and JWE Protected Header are shared by all recipients (which must be the case, since the ciphertext and Authentication Tag are also shared).
A.4.1. JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Headers

The first recipient uses the RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 algorithm to encrypt the CEK. The second uses AES Key Wrap to encrypt the CEK. Key ID values are supplied for both keys. The two JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header values used to represent these algorithms and key IDs are:

{"alg":"RSA1_5","kid":"2011-04-29"}

and

{"alg":"A128KW","kid":"7"}

A.4.2. JWE Protected Header

Authenticated encryption is performed on the plaintext using the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 algorithm to produce the common JWE Ciphertext and JWE Authentication Tag values. The JWE Protected Header value representing this is:

{"enc":"A128CBC-HS256"}

Encoding this JWE Protected Header as BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header)) gives this value:

eyJlbmMiOiJBMTI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2In0

A.4.3. JWE Shared Unprotected Header

This JWE uses the "jku" Header Parameter to reference a JWK Set. This is represented in the following JWE Shared Unprotected Header value as:

{"jku":"https://server.example.com/keys.jwks"}

A.4.4. Complete JOSE Header Values

Combining the JWE Per-Recipient Unprotected Header, JWE Protected Header, and JWE Shared Unprotected Header values supplied, the JOSE Header values used for the first and second recipient, respectively, are:

{"alg":"RSA1_5",
"kid":"2011-04-29",
"enc":"A128CBC-HS256",
"jku":"https://server.example.com/keys.jwks"}
A.4.5. Additional Authenticated Data

Let the Additional Authenticated Data encryption parameter be ASCII(BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))). This value is:


A.4.6. Content Encryption

Perform authenticated encryption on the plaintext with the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 algorithm using the CEK as the encryption key, the JWE Initialization Vector, and the Additional Authenticated Data value above. The steps for doing this using the values from Appendix A.3 are detailed in Appendix B. The resulting ciphertext is:


The resulting Authentication Tag value is:

\[ [51, 63, 149, 60, 252, 148, 225, 25, 92, 185, 139, 245, 35, 2, 47, 207] \]

Encoding this JWE Ciphertext as BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext) gives this value:

KD1tXchhZTGufMYmOYG5hS4HffxPSUrfmqCHXaI9wOGY

Encoding this JWE Authentication Tag as BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag) gives this value:

Mz-VPPyU4R1cuYv1IwIvzw
A.4.7. Complete JWE JSON Serialization Representation

The complete JWE JSON Serialization for these values is as follows (with line breaks within values for display purposes only):

```json
{
   "protected": "eyJlbmMiOiJBMTI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2In0",
   "unprotected": {
      "jku": "https://server.example.com/keys.jwks",
      "recipients": [
         {
            "header": {
               "alg": "RSA1_5", "kid": "2011-04-29",
               "encrypted_key": "UGhIOguC7IuEvf_NPVaXsGMoLOmwc1GyqlIKGK1nN94nHPolGRhWhw7Zx0-kFm1Njn8LE9XShH59_i8J0PH5ZzYnfGy2xGdULU7sHNF6Gp2vPLqNZ__dLkxGHZ7pcHALUzoOegEI-8E66jX2E4zyJKx-YxzZIItRrzC5h1Rirb6Y5C1_p=ko3YvklysZIFNcxtRxU7qve1WYPxgb2Yw8kZqa2rMWI5n80tvzV7elprCbuPhccDz6XDp0_F8rkXds2vE4X-ncOIM8hAYHHi29NX0mcKiraD0-D-ljQTP-cPp wCp6X-nZz90HBv-B3oWh2TbqmScqXMR4g_A"},
            "header": {
               "alg": "A128KW", "kid": "7",
               "encrypted_key": "6KB707dM9YTIgHtLtvgWQ8mKwboJW3cf9locizkDTHzBC2I1rTloQ"},
            "iv": "AxY8DCtDaGlslbGljb3RoZQ",
            "ciphertext": "KDlTtXcch2TGuM0YGS4HffxPSUrfmqCHXaI9wOGY",
            "tag": "Mz-VPPyU4R1cuYv1IwIvzw"
         }
      ],
      "iv": "AxY8DCtDaGlslbGljb3RoZQ",
      "ciphertext": "KDlTtXcch2TGuM0YGS4HffxPSUrfmqCHXaI9wOGY",
      "tag": "Mz-VPPyU4R1cuYv1IwIvzw"
   }
}
```

A.5. Example JWE Using Flattened JWE JSON Serialization

This section contains an example using the flattened JWE JSON Serialization syntax. This example demonstrates the capability for encrypting the plaintext to a single recipient in a flattened JSON structure.

The values in this example are the same as those for the second recipient of the previous example in Appendix A.4.
The complete JWE JSON Serialization for these values is as follows (with line breaks within values for display purposes only):

```
{
  "protected":
    "eyJlbmMiOiJBMTI4Q0JDLUhTMjU2In0",
  "unprotected":
    {
      "jku": "https://server.example.com/keys.jwks",
      "header":
        {
          "alg": "A128KW", "kid": "7",
          "encrypted_key":
            "6KB707dM9YTIGHtLvtgWQ8mKwboJW3of9locizkDTHzBC2IlrTloOQ",
          "iv":
            "AxY8DCTaGlshGljb3RoZQ",
          "ciphertext":
            "KDlTtXchhZTGufMYmOYGS4HffxPSUrfmqCHXaI9wOGY",
          "tag":
            "Mz-VPPyU4R1cuYvl1wIvwz"
        }
    }
}
```

Appendix B. Example AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 Computation

This example shows the steps in the AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 authenticated encryption computation using the values from the example in Appendix A.3. As described where this algorithm is defined in Sections 5.2 and 5.2.3 of JWA, the AES_CBC_HMAC_SHA2 family of algorithms are implemented using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode with Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS) #7 padding to perform the encryption and an HMAC SHA-2 function to perform the integrity calculation -- in this case, HMAC SHA-256.

B.1. Extract MAC_KEY and ENC_KEY from Key

The 256 bit AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256 key K used in this example (using JSON array notation) is:

```
[4, 211, 31, 197, 84, 157, 252, 254, 11, 100, 157, 250, 63, 170, 106, 206, 107, 124, 212, 45, 111, 107, 9, 219, 200, 177, 0, 240, 143, 156, 44, 207]
```

Use the first 128 bits of this key as the HMAC SHA-256 key MAC_KEY, which is:

```
[4, 211, 31, 197, 84, 157, 252, 254, 11, 100, 157, 250, 63, 170, 106, 206]
```
Use the last 128 bits of this key as the AES-CBC key ENC_KEY, which is:

\[\{107, 124, 212, 45, 111, 107, 9, 219, 200, 177, 0, 240, 143, 156, 44, 207\}\]

Note that the MAC key comes before the encryption key in the input key K; this is in the opposite order of the algorithm names in the identifiers "AES_128_CBC_HMAC_SHA_256" and "A128CBC-HS256".

B.2. Encrypt Plaintext to Create Ciphertext

Encrypt the plaintext with AES in CBC mode using PKCS #7 padding using the ENC_KEY above. The plaintext in this example is:


The encryption result is as follows, which is the ciphertext output:


B.3. 64-Bit Big-Endian Representation of AAD Length

The Additional Authenticated Data (AAD) in this example is:


This AAD is 51-bytes long, which is 408-bits long. The octet string AL, which is the number of bits in AAD expressed as a big-endian 64-bit unsigned integer is:

\[\{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 152\}\]

B.4. Initialization Vector Value

The Initialization Vector value used in this example is:

B.5. Create Input to HMAC Computation

Concatenate the AAD, the Initialization Vector, the ciphertext, and the AL value. The result of this concatenation is:


B.6. Compute HMAC Value

Compute the HMAC SHA-256 of the concatenated value above. This result M is:

[83, 73, 191, 98, 104, 205, 211, 128, 201, 189, 199, 133, 32, 38, 194, 85, 9, 84, 229, 201, 219, 135, 44, 252, 145, 102, 179, 140, 105, 86, 229, 116]

B.7. Truncate HMAC Value to Create Authentication Tag

Use the first half (128 bits) of the HMAC output M as the Authentication Tag output T. This truncated value is:

[83, 73, 191, 98, 104, 205, 211, 128, 201, 189, 199, 133, 32, 38, 194, 85]
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